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Docket Nos. STN 50-498, STN 50-499
Response To Insnection Report 97-16

South Texas Project (STP) has received Inspection Report 50-498/97-16; 50-
499/97-16 which documented an NRC inspection of the issues involved with how STP
has addressed setpoint calculations issues. We would like to provide additional
information and clarification concerning matters addressed in the report. In particular, we
would like to emphasize the following points with regard to the setpoint issue:

Assessment of the setpoint issues established repeatedly that the likelihood of an.

operability concern associated with the setpoint calculations was small.

Engineering resources assigned to the setpoint issue have generally been.

commensurate with its actual safety significance.

Sound Engineering principles and practices have been applied throughout regarding*

the management of this issue.

There is a meeting with NRC in Arlington on August 5,1997, to discuss a number
of Engineering topics. We would be happy to discuss this issue further at that time.

In May of 1992, a Quality Assurance assessment of Instrument Setpoint i

Methodology identified a series of actions to address setpoint and calculation control hO [)
programs issues. Potential safety issues were addressed promptly, and additional actions
to be taken were identified to address programmatic issues. New management in late
1993 decided that the setpoint and calculation program actions should receive more
focused attention. As a result, STP retained Hurst Consulting Inc. (HCI) to select and
review a random 25% sample ofinstrument setpoint calculations. HCI documented in its
December 17,1993 report that immediate problems did not exist. However, the program
did require enhancement and additional actions to assure effectiveness.
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To better define the issues identified in the HCI report, STP commissioned HCI to i,

i perform an independent assessment of the Setpoint Control Program. The results of this |
assessment were reported to HL&P in January of 1994. The report identified numerous i4

; program strengths, as well as areas for improvement. The most important area for

! improvement was the adoption of a consistent methodology for calculating instrument
j~ uncertainties and setpoints.

,

l

Based on the findings of these two HCI reports, an improvement plan for setpoint
| and scaling methodology was developed in April of 1994. This plan consisted of three
'

phases.

Phase I would define the scope of the problem and establish standard setpoint and |e
,

| scaling methodology / design criteria.
|

Phase II would perform validation and verification of the actual setpoint and scaling4 e

calculations.
;

i Phase III would establish the Instrument Setpoint Database System and a computer |e

based scaling program. ;,

I i

| Phase I was completed in 1994 with the development of the setpoint and scaling i
methodologies and the purchase of the current revision of the setpoint bases document |,

'

from Westinghouse.

To begin Phase II, HCI was contracted to perform an independent assessment of
setpoint calculations concentrating on those necessary to support Technical Specifications,

and safety related equipment. The HCI independent assessment reports were delivered to;

HL&P during the summer of 1995. These reports identified 29 of the calculations as
needing major revision due to various reasons that included invalid / unverified!

assumptions, inconsistent format, non-retrievable references, references with no revision
'

number, no methodology specified or no instrument uncertainties considered, etc.
Although not documented at the time, Engineering evaluated the reports and concluded
that the operability of safety related components was not affected by these calculation
problems.*

Funding for Phase II activities to begin validating the setpoint calculations was
provided under the auspices of a Business Plan Initiative. This work was to be performed
mainly by contractor personnel and was to be accomplished during 1995 and 1996.
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Phase III work began in 1994. Prior to 1994 the scaling program was controlled
by the Maintenance department. As a result, many updates to the plant design basis were
not reflected in the associated scaling documents. It was concluded by Station
Management that this condition could ultimately result in operability issues, and, as a
result, should be given priority. In addition, Engineering continued to believe, based in
part, on the 1995 HCI assessment, that the likelihood of any operability issues within the
setpoint calculations was small. As a result, a decision was made by Engineering
Management to reallocate the resources budgeted for the setpoint program (i.e., Phase II)
to the scaling program and to complete the setpoint portion of the upgrade using inhouse
resources allocated for routine work. The upgrade of the scaling program involved
restructuring the scaling data base using a computer-based electronic format to make it
easier to update and provide the users direct access to design basis data. STP completed
the upgrade of the scaling program in December of 1996. While Engineering focused on
the scaling program, minimal work was accomplished on the validation of the setpoint
calculations.

When the issue was reviewed by the Resident Inspectors in Inspection Report
50-498; 499/96-09, Engineering agreed that while the results of the HCI reports had been
reviewed and no operability questions existed, the corrective actions that were underway
should be tracked in the Corrective Action Process data base. Based on this, Condition

Report #96-16020 was initiated to track the ongoing activities. It is Engineering
Management's expectation that assessment reports and their corresponding actions be i

ltracked by Condition Reports. This expectation had not been clearly established in the
1995 time frame.

In the spring of 1997, two reviews were performed of the setpoint calculations |
that HCI had identified as requiring major revisions to determine the status of the upgrade l
program. These reviews were the Setpoint Self Assessment, utilizing a peer from Grand j
Gulf Nuclear Station, and the Condition Report 97-3741 investigation. The results of
these reviews were consistent with the conclusions reached in the summer of 1995.
Based on these assessments, the following action plan was developed:

a. Develop procedural guidelines for the classification of setpoints.

b. Enhance the design change process in order to fully integrate setpoint
methodology design criteria in the design process.

c. Enhance the Design Calculation procedure to implement the setpoint
methodology design criteria.

I

d. Validate the calculations of safety related and safety significant setpoints.
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| These actions are tracked under Cendition Report 97-5666 and are currently in

; progress. The status of the Condition Repot, will be available for your future inspection
i

; activities.

,

In summary, we believe that the decisions made and the direction taken regarding
j setpoint and scaling issues were based on the needs of the station, the results from

programmatic assessments, and reasoned Engineering judgment. As previously stated,3

) STP performed a self assessment on the status of the setpoint program in 1997. The
;- assessment concentrated on the corrective actions from Quality Assurance audit, QA |

92-01, and a revalidation of the HCI independent assessments. This assessment

i determined that although no safety issues or concerns exist, the setpoint program requires
; enhancement in order to establish a documented design basis consistent with today's

| standards. STP has developed a plan of action to strengthen the programmatic ties
j between the setpoint methodology and the Design Change Process, establish a consistent
j method of classifying setpoints important to safety, and validate the calculations of safety

; telated and safety significant setpoints.

As mentioned above, every evaluation performed since the original QA,

j assessment has reached the same conclusion, i.e., that the probability of an opeubility or
safety issue with the setpoint calculations is small. As can be seen from the chronologyi

i above, Engineering has made a conscientious effort to assess and define the significance
! of the setpoint issue since it was initially identified. Consequently, STP believes that the

,i
actions it has taken are consistent with the actual safety significance of the identified
setpoint issues. The action plan described above is underway.

:

. If there are any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me at

! (512) 972-8787.
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; Ellis W. Merschoff Rufus S. Scott
Regional Administrator, Region IV Associate General Counsel
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Houston Lighting & Power Company;

j 611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400 P. O. Box 61067
; - Arlington, TX 76011-8064 Houston,-TX 77208
,

:. - Thomas W. Alexion Institute of Nuclear Power
I Project Manager, Mail Code 13H3 . Operations - Records Center i

j U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 700 Galleria Parkway
Washington, DC 20555-0001 Atlanta, GA 30339-5957

:
t David P. Loveless Dr. Bertram Wolfe
: Sr. Resident Inspector 15453 Via Vaquem

c/o U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm. Monte Sereno, CA 95030
" '

P.'O. Box 910
; Bay City, TX 77404-0910 . Richard A. Ratliff

_

Bureau of Radiation Control .

. J. R. Newman, Esquire Texas Department of Health
| Morgan, Lewis & Bockius 1100 West 49th Street . ;

j. 1800 M Street, N.W. Austin, TX 78756-3189
j Washington, DC 20036-5869

J. R. Egan, Esquire |
'

M. T. Hardt/W. C. Gunst Egan & Associates, P.C.

: City Public Service 2300 N Street, N.W.
' P. O. Box 177i Washington, D.C. 20037
San Antonio, TX 78296>

! J. C. Lanier/M. B. Lee U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
City of Austin Attention: Document Control Desk
Electric Utility Department Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
721 Banon Springs Readi-

: Austin, TX 78704
j

Central Power and Light Company', ATTN: G. E. Vaughn/C. A. Johnson

| P. O. Box 289, Mail Code: N5012
Wadsworth, TX 77483'
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